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"WEATHER OR HOT" INDEED !

The intense sunsets seen during January (BIRD OBSERVER, Vol 3, No. 1,
the result of abnormal meteorological conditions. Rather, t h ^  were caused by s™light 
that was scattered by a three-mile-thick dust layer some 1 2 miles above the ^rth s 
surface. The dust had been injected into the atmosphere in October 197^ by ^ego a 
volcano in Guatemala. Similar vivid sunsets followed the eruptions of Krakatoa (1883), 
Pelle (1 9 0 2), and Agung (1963).

Atmospheric circulation patterns that would affect the dust could
migration or wanderings, which take place some 30 times closer to the earth s surface. 
Furthermore, since Northern Hemisphere weather fronts normally move from west to east, 
there was no anomaly in the January weather patterns described by Don Kent.

Leif J. RoLinson, Wellesley

PAN-AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF BIRDS 

by David Stirling, Victoria, B.C.

How about a little bird quis this month? Well then, where would you go to find the 
following birds, ^ d  what Sandpiper, Long-toed^

|:int!°re:;iSTtln^,^Polynesian^T^^^^^^^^
™ i i : r L i t f l e ’R f n r d V ' r e “ ’Dottrel’, Ruff, White-throated Needle-tailed 
Swift, House Martin, Indian Tree Pipit.

But what is a mere twenty-one birds? ^bspLies) shot on their
of 1*1 Savannah (Ipswich) S p a rro w s  (an official shorebirds shot on Vancouver
breeding ground in two days of the 197  ̂ Plovers shot in Hawaii; 1000 Cattle
Island in August of this 1,8. 5 3 8-51*6); and, according to the
Egrets shot in four weeks in Florida in 1969 ( . • . service), 196,000

„.s. .. « n .

“  s  = 1 4 3
^ f u l d  be infinitely the poorer if no one ever handled a specimen.

There are growing numbers of people h™"!®^;/^°,^^;\ 3°eLibirfor"sae^^ 
continent the great majority of birds effective legal controls over
purposes are killed altogether unnecessarily Lgligible. Many
bird collecting compared with those in many “ "rarities" of the amateur birder)

birdwatcher and museum ornithologist alike, and 
attempting to molest such a bird.

The Pan-American Society for the ^-tection of Birds was f o ^
try to tighten up regulations concerned with the Lciety

:ife^tLres^Tas-:fitreiitL
issuing of collecting permits than exist at present.

?0



A major aim of the Society will be to secure improved regulations or legislation 
requiring anyone who wishes to kill birds to state in a d L c e  the n L u r f o f ^ h r  
search he is conducting and how many individuals of each species he wishes to kill

valid an^^h to state the species and number for which it L’valid and the purpose for which the dead birds are required.

^  ^oiontific and educationalpurposes. Although many have sympathy with this viewpoint, the Society itself does
c o l "  o r f n l ^ : d  necessarily condone) the killing of alird in thl
l l l i l  n l l l d  which examination of the dead bird issential, provided that no unnecessary cruelty to the bird in involved.

m i m c r u a l r r " ' ’ ° T ' !  "" soiontific experiments

anTtlhering

f l g S e l f ^ f i l n  I  collections hasmortSil oil 2 ^1, r  populations compared with such other causes as hard-weather mortality, oil pollution or collision with TV towers. This is not invariably the 
case, however, for there are instances where scientific collectors have seriou^l 
depleted bird populations. Examples are the offering of large sums of money to 
Tristan da Cunhans for specimens of the Big-billed Bunting, whose population is 
estimated as 60, and the killing by collectors of about 50^ of the known Peruvian 
population of the Imperial Snipe. Although these are exceptional cases, they are 
not uncommon. The main reasons why the Society opposes the unnecessary killing of 
even common species are not primarily because the Society fears that species will 
be exterminated. Rather, the matter is one of ethics and aesthetics, the recogni
tion that birds are living, sentient creatures, with a greater value alive and sing
ing, to be enjoyed by the great majority of decent people, than as dead specimens, 
to be examined by a few.

Membership in the Society is not large, for it is a working society with every 
member either playing an active role or, if time does not permit, offering needed 
financial support. New members who are committed to the aims of the Society and 
who are offended by the "collecting" of birds for trivial purposes are welcomed.
Birds give us a lot of pleasure. What can we do for them in return?

For those interested, further details can be obtained from

Pan-American Society for the Protection of Birds 
Box 3681
Baltimore, MD 212lh 

or: Department of Physics 
University of Victoria 
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada.
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